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"Bioneers offers a wide variety of fascinating 
discussions about important subjects within our 

community. Its professional presentation … 
helps our rural community … expand its 

knowledge base. We look forward to its weekly 
airing, as do our listeners. Thanks for continuing 

to produce great radio.”

– KGHI FM 91.5/KGHE 89.1,  Westport, Washington

"@bioneers loving the podcasts. Listened to 
about 10 in the last week. :) Giving me all kinds 

of ideas, inspiration and hope. Thanks."

– Tweet from listener Ben West on the Bioneers podcast
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DISTRIBUTION
•

  

This series is free to stations via Public Radio Exchange (www.prx.org), 

RSS feed, or flash drives.

•
 

Distribution information: 1-877-BIONEER radio@bioneers.org

•

  

Program information at media.bioneers.org/radio-series

  

•

  

Bioneers programs are evergreen. Numbering 169 shows plus 4 specials 

to date allow stations to broadcast our back catalog of shows

throughout the year. 

•  Multiple Winner, New York Festivals Int’l Radio Competition 

 (WorldMedal, Gold, Silver, Bronze)

•  9-time Winner: Gold Communicator Award of Excellence

•  26-time Winner: Silver Communicator Award of Distinction

 

This award-winning radio and podcast series features the “bioneers” — 

social and scientific innovators who are delivering breakthrough solutions 

to the most “wicked” problems facing people and our planet. 

Join hundreds of radio stations in the U.S. and around the world to reach 

our passionate, loyal and expanding audience. The radio and podcast series 

are produced by Collective Heritage Institute/Bioneers, an internationally 

acclaimed nonprofit educational organization highlighing practical, 

innovative solutions for the most pressing social and scientific challenges. 

• Stations can subscribe to Bioneers for FREE on PRX.

For help signing up email prxhelp@prx.org.

• PRX Zeitgeist Award: Top Five Most Licensed Debut Group

Bioneers | Collective Heritage Institute | 1607 Paseo de Peralta, Suite 3, Santa Fe, NM 87501

https://www.prx.org/series/33824-bioneers-revolution-from-the-heart-of-nature


RADIO SERIES XVI

We’re All Chimps: Or Are Animals Persons Too?

Raced and Classed: The Journey From Diversity to Equity

Welcome the Water: Climate-Proofing for Resilience

In Western civilization, human beings are considered the exceptional species and 

uniquely intelligent. Yet science is consistently revealing our intimate biological 

kinship with all species, especially the primates with whom we share 99% of our 

DNA. The breakthrough primatologist researchers Roger and Deborah Fouts take 

us on their amazing journey with chimpanzees that shows that, not only are people 

animals, but animals seem to be people too. (01-16)

What we do to each other, we do to the Earth. To protect our common home, 

we’re being called upon to bridge our differences to create beloved community and 

peaceful coexistence. A new generation of visionary change-makers is reframing the 

race conversation, and designing new tools to transform our unconscious biases 

and create justice. With: Racial justice pathfinders Rinku Sen, Saru Jarayaman and 

Malkia Cyril. (03-16)

In the face of global climate disruption, two billion people worldwide will be 

challenged by too much water, and nearly another two billion by not enough. When 

you fight nature, you lose, says Dutch water wizard and designer Henk Ovink. He’s 

dramatically demonstrating on large scales how to shift our relationship to nature 

and to culture - and climate-proof our cities and coasts. (02-16)

�e Bioneers: Revolution from the Heart of Nature

“There's a whole category of 

thinking about unconscious 

bias, and how it embeds itself 

in our brains, and how it

predicts our behavior, but also 

how we can change it. We can 

actually reprime our brains.”   

– RINKU SEN, RACE FORWARD

Rinku Sen at 2015 Bioneers Conference



Spirit in Action: Three Virtues for the 21st Century

Climate Health, Your Health: Prevention Is Protection

Cultural Mindshift: Full Spectrum Sustainability and Resilience 

When we allow our hearts to be broken open by hearing the stories of our fellow 

human beings, we build community and compassion. That is the passionate 

message of Sister Simone Campbell, one of the most renowned figures in 

contemporary faith-based progressive activism. She and the other rebel Nuns on 

the Bus are touring the country, bridging divides, transforming politics and keeping 

the faith. (04-16)

Climate disruption is harmful to your health. Dr. Linda Rudolph and Dr. Barbara 

Sattler are showing how our success or failure as a civilization may well hinge on 

how ingenious, nimble and socially just our public health systems can become in 

restoring the ecosystem health on which all health depends. And doing the right 

thing is good for our health. (05-16)

Climate is the trip wire for every other foundational ecological and biological 

system – as well as the basis for human civilization. As we face the long climate 

emergency, fortunately, skillful pathfinders are banding together to transform our 

ways of living and bring resilience from the ground up into widespread practice. 

With Berkeley’s Chief Resilience Officer, Timothy Burroughs, Professor David W. 

Orr, and financial adviser Tom Van Dyck. (06-16)

 – SISTER SIMONE CAMPBELL- NUNS ON THE BUS

“We need to share the vision for who we want to be. 

That vision includes a whole Earth where all can live in 

dignity with food, shelter, and clothing. It requires all 

of us to make that vision happen.” 

Sister Simone Campbell at 2015 Bioneers Conference



Spirit in the Air: Reform, Revolution and Regeneration

 

 

In times of massive social change, personal biography can coincide with historical 

epochs to produce leaders who embody the spirit of the times. Lifelong activist, 

author, politician, and visionary Tom Hayden shares the long view of social change 

movements. He traces the arc of struggle that has led to this epic moment when 

the climate crisis and the crisis of inequality are colliding with global civilization – 

and survival is the mother of invention. (07-16)

Restorative Justice: From Harm to Healing
Oakland, California, has had the reputation of being one of the most dangerous 

cities in the country. Then the Restorative Justice movement started boldly showing 

how quickly that reputation can be turned around by arresting the cycle of youth 

violence and incarceration early: in schools and juvenile justice policies. 

With: Restorative Justice leaders Fania Davis and Cameron Simmons. (08-16)

 

Fire in the Belly: Women Leading Social Change
Harm to one is harm to all—and prevention is a question of human survival. From oil 

refinery accidents in California to the aftermath of the BP oil disaster in the Gulf 

South, leaders Pennie Opal Plant and Colette Pichon Battle are on the frontlines, 

organizing their communities to stop the harms of the extraction economy and 

climate disruption. Activist-attorney Adrianna Quintero is making sure the voices 

of those most affected are heard helping awaken the “sleeping giant” of Latino 

voters. (09 -16)

Fania Davis at 2015 Bioneers Conference

 – FANIA DAVIS, RESTORATIVE JUSTICE FOR OAKLAND YOUTH

“It's become clear on every level -- ecologically,

socially, on every level -- history is asking us to become 

healers. Restorative Justice is a justice that heals.”  



The Path Home: Restoring Native Lands and Traditional
Ecological Knowledge
Although colonial systems of oppression have radically damaged relationships 

between tribal communities and their traditional lands, a new generation of First 

Nations activists is working to restore those connections and safeguard Indigenous 

identity for future generations. They’re protecting traditional territories and sacred 

sites from harm, and renewing Indigenous land stewardship. With: Eriel Deranger 

of the Athabasca Chipewyan First Nation, Valentin Lopez, Amah Mutsun Tribal 

Band, and Cara Romero, from the Mohave-based Chemehuevi Tribe. (10-16)

Nourishing the Future: Creating a Just and Healthy Food System for All
Communities around the country are working to create a new food future founded 

in health, justice and ecological wellbeing. Community activists Malik Kenyatta 

Yakini and Oran Hesterman are transforming Detroit through urban agriculture 

and helping low-income and working families access healthy food. Cathryn Couch 

works with young people to cook and deliver healthy meals to people who are ill 

and struggling to put food on the table with a model program using food as 

medicine. (11-16)

Eriel Deranger at 2015 Bioneers Conference

Growing Collective Intelligence:
Democratizing Technology and Citizen Science
A new wave of technologies designed to regenerate people, planet and democracy 

is emerging in ingenious ways. Designers are creating online software for democrat-

ic group decision-making that weaves diverse perspectives into a coherent whole. 

And citizen science is spreading low-tech, high-impact tools that empower 

communities to work directly with data and mapping that can save them from 

harm and hold perpetrators accountable. With: democracy technologist Ben Knight 

of Loomio, and citizen scientist Shannon Dosemagen of Public Lab. (12-16)

Eriel Deranger at 2015 Bioneers Conference



Awakening the Genius in Everyone: When the Calling Keeps Calling
Renowned storyteller, performer, author, activist and scholar Michael Meade 

weaves threads of timeless wisdom traditions into myths for today’s global crisis.   

Meade says each of us is woven into the soul of the world, and we’re uniquely 

needed at this mythic moment to become active agents in the co-creation, 

re-creation and re-imagination of culture and nature. (13-16)

 

 

“We’re a part of this movement that 24 hours a day in every 

nook, cranny and watershed across this planet is waking up 

and taking action to care for people and place, under trees 

and on porches and in houses and in churches. ” 

– TRATHEN HECKMAN, DAILY ACTS

Leading From the Feminine: Shifting Guidance From Head to Heart
(One-hour Special) 
What does it mean to bring the “feminine” forward in leadership from diverse 

cultural and ethnic perspectives? How might a spectrum of views help us to 

integrate relational intelligence into all our leadership? With poet Noris Binet; Nikki 

Silvestri, former Executive Director of Green for All and The People's Grocery; Pat 

McCabe, or Woman Stands Shining, a Navajo teacher working on Indigenous 

frameworks for gender and all of life, and Nina Simons, co-founder of Bioneers,  

and director of Bioneers Everywoman’s Leadership. (14-16)

Michael Meade with John Densmore at 2015 Bioneers Conference

  – MICHAEL MEADE, MOSAIC VOICES

“Each human being can realize that they are threaded 

into the weaving of the world. Everyone's born into a 

time where they have something to contribute, and so 

from a mythological point of view, we all came here to 

be part of this change, which is also a renewal.”



                          LOVER ution from the Heart of Nature

 

Bioneers is inspiring a shift to live on Earth in ways that honor 

the web of life, each other and future generations.

PRODUCTION CREDITS

Many Thanks 

To Our Underwriters

Bioneers | Collective Heritage Institute

1607 Paseo de Peralta, Suite 3, Santa Fe, NM 87501

Our radio series and podcasts reflect 27 years celebrating the genius of 

nature and human creativity. Since 1990, Bioneers has been a hub of 

practical and visionary solutions for the world’s most pressing 

environmental and social challenges. Attend the annual Bioneers conference

where series content originates. Discover more at bioneers.org

Executive Producer: Kenny Ausubel

Written by Kenny Ausubel 

Senior Producer and Station Relations: Stephanie Welch

Host and Consulting Producer: Neil Harvey

Program Engineer: Emily Harris

Production Assistance: Tena Rubio, Melanie Choy & Jeff Wessman

Brochure based on a design by Diane Rigoli

Graphics assistant: Megan Howe

Conference Photos: Nikki Richter

PODCASTS
Listen to Bioneers podcasts on:

Soundcloud: https://soundcloud.com/bioneers

Stitcher: http://www.stitcher.com/podcast/bioneers

iTunes: http://bit.ly/bioneersitunes

Stations may post podcasts for download on their websites (use links on 

Soundcloud). Please credit Bioneers and link to our website: bioneers.org.

STATION SUPPORT  
Contact us for a specially curated set of yearly programs for your station. 

Bioneers programs are also great for special programming for Earth Day, 

Black History Month, Int’l Women’s Day and Indigenous People’s Day. 

Bioneers products are available as premiums for membership drives and 

special campaigns: Bioneers books, CDs/DVDs, and conference tickets. 

LISTENER COMMENTS / REQUESTS
Please share your thoughts about the series and find out more about 

programs, podcasts and downloads: media.bioneers.org/radio-series

CONTACT US: radio@bioneers.org or 1-877-BIONEER (246-6337)

Our theme music is co-written by the Baka Forest People 

of Cameroon and Baka Beyond, from the album East to 

West. All royalties from Baka compositions and 

performances go to the Baka Forest People through the 

charity Global Music Exchange. Find out more at 

globalmusicexchange.org.

https://soundcloud.com/bioneers
http://www.stitcher.com/podcast/bioneers
http://bit.ly/bioneersitunes



